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ABSTRACT: The 2015 Plains Elevated Convection at Night (PECAN) field campaign provided a wealth of intensive observations for improving understanding of interplay between the Great Plains low-level jet (LLJ), mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), and other phenomena in the nocturnal boundary layer. This case study utilizes PECAN ground-based Doppler and water vapor lidar and airborne water vapor lidar observations for a detailed examination of water vapor transport in the Great Plains. The chosen case, 11 July 2015, featured a strong LLJ that helped sustain an MCS overnight. The lidars resolved boundary layer moisture being transported northward, leading to a large increase in water vapor in the lowest several hundred meters above the surface in northern Kansas. A branch of nocturnal convection initiated coincident with the observed maximum water vapor flux. Radiosondes confirmed an increase in convective potential within the LLJ layer. Moist static energy (MSE) growth was generated by increasing moisture in spite of a temperature decrease in the LLJ layer. This unique dataset is also used to evaluate the Rapid Refresh (RAP) analysis model performance, comparing model output against the continuous lidar profiles of water vapor and wind. While the RAP analysis captured the large-scale trends, errors in water vapor mixing ratio were found ranging from 0 to 2 g kg$^{-1}$ at the ground-based lidar sites. Comparison with the airborne lidar throughout the PECAN domain yielded an RMSE of 1.14 g kg$^{-1}$ in the planetary boundary layer. These errors mostly manifested as contiguous dry or wet regions spanning spatial scales on the order of ten to hundreds of kilometers.
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1. Introduction

The Great Plains low-level jet (LLJ) is a primarily nocturnal phenomenon of strong southwesterly winds within the planetary boundary layer (PBL) spanning hundreds of kilometers in width and length, and is most frequent and impactful during the warm-season. LLJs provide major contributions to nocturnal convection in the region, such as mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), via convergence of the wind field and advection of moisture and temperature (Byerle and Paegle 2003; Trier et al. 2006; Pu and Dickinson 2014; Berg et al. 2015; Doubler et al. 2015; Shapiro et al. 2016). Climatological studies have shown that LLJs are responsible for nearly half of all warm-season moisture transport into the Great Plains (Higgins et al. 1997; Berg et al. 2015). The LLJ can feed moisture into convective systems or interact with its environment to produce convection initiation (CI), thus contributing to the nocturnal rainfall that can manifest as damaging storms or beneficial water supply for the agricultural region (Trier and Parsons 1993; Trier et al. 2017; Hitchcock et al. 2019; Weckwerth and Romatschke 2019).

The nocturnal surface-connected stable layer inhibits convection by common surface-based mechanisms such as solar heating and low-level convergence (e.g., Markowski and Richardson 2010). A contributing factor to the LLJ’s influence on convection is that the strongest LLJ winds often sit above the surface-connected nocturnal inversion (Bonner 1968; Bonin et al. 2015), allowing production of elevated instability. In these situations the LLJ carries moist warm air above the inversion, and the high wind speeds allow transport across hundreds of kilometers with air parcels eventually reaching their level of free convection if sufficiently lifted by a synoptic front, baroclinic boundary, elevated convergence, MCS outflow, or bore waves (Trier and Parsons 1993; Augustine and Caracena 1994; Wilson and Roberts 2006; Berg et al. 2015; Trier et al. 2017; Hitchcock et al. 2019; Weckwerth and Romatschke 2019). This increase in convective potential manifests within the LLJ “core,” the layer of strongest LLJ wind speed, with increases in many related diagnostic variables including convective available potential energy (CAPE), equivalent potential temperature, or wind convergence (Trier and Parsons 1993; Gebauer et al. 2018; Reif and Bluestein 2018; Lin et al. 2019).

Although nocturnal convection is common in the Great Plains, nocturnal CI (NCI) remains challenging to forecast,
especially in the absence of surface boundaries (Wilson and Roberts 2006; Reif and Bluestein 2018; Weckwerth et al. 2019). This is due in part to the paucity of routine thermodynamic profiling in the PBL and the limited resolution of satellite observations within the lowest few kilometers of the atmosphere (Kahn et al. 2011; Steinke et al. 2015; Weckwerth et al. 2019). Previous studies based on radiosonde and surface data or reanalysis datasets reveal the LLJ patterns already discussed but are limited in their ability to resolve some important details of the spatiotemporal evolution of the LLJ throughout its domain (e.g., Whiteman et al. 1997; Song et al. 2005; Walters et al. 2008, 2014). Targeted observations have been utilized over the years to improve our understanding of LLJs, MCSs, NCI, and their interplay. Wind, water vapor, and elastic backscatter lidars have been some of the key tools in these advanced studies, as they can continuously profile a variety of atmospheric properties from ground-based and airborne platforms. A case study of airborne differential absorption lidar (DIAL) data assimilation by Wulfmeyer et al. (2006) demonstrated major improvement to quantitative precipitation forecasting in the Great Plains. Airborne water vapor lidar has also proven useful in profiling the sharp moisture gradients of drylines and bore waves without steady-state assumptions (e.g., Koch et al. 2008; Bergmaier et al. 2014; Grasmick et al. 2018; Johnson et al. 2018; Lin et al. 2019). Tollerud et al. (2008) presented the first study examining submesoscale features of LLJ moisture transport using airborne DIAL and wind lidars. They found the lidar measurements to differ from interpolated dropsonde values by up to 25%, and argued for the importance of lidar-resolved small-scale circulations near the sharp moisture gradient at PBL or LLJ top. Schäffer et al. (2010) used airborne water vapor and wind lidars over Europe (without an LLJ) to evaluate ECMWF forecast model performance, showing a model wet bias of 17%. Passive ground-based sensors such as the atmospheric emitted radiance interferometer (AERI; Turner and Löhner 2014) have also contributed to studies of LLJ thermodynamics and interactions with the stable boundary layer (Bonin et al. 2015; Toms et al. 2017; Johnson et al. 2018; Lin et al. 2019).

These observational studies have been complemented by modeling studies on the LLJ, and its role in convection. Modeling the evolution of LLJ wind speed has been greatly improved in recent years from an analytical and theoretical perspective (e.g., Du and Rotunno 2014; Shapiro et al. 2016) and optimized in terms of model setup using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model (e.g., Klein et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2018). Modeling LLJ moisture transport in the mesoscale environment of NCI and MCS events has received relatively little attention, though warm-season precipitation forecasting remains challenging due in part to inaccuracies in low-level water vapor distributions (Weckwerth et al. 2004; Schumacher 2015; Geerts et al. 2017; Peters et al. 2017; Weckwerth et al. 2019). Peters et al. (2017) used radiosonde profiles to directly assess the impact of low-level moisture errors on forecasts of an MCS, finding such errors to propagate to significant errors in CAPE and convective inhibition (CIN), as well as MCS location.

The work presented here utilizes ground-based Doppler and water vapor lidars and airborne water vapor lidar observations from one night of intensive operations to explore mesoscale water vapor transport at high resolution, also incorporating radiosonde profiles to study changes to convective potential. The chosen case exemplifies many phenomena of interest for Great Plains nocturnal convection, including a strong LLJ, an MCS, NCI, and formation of an elevated most unstable layer. Applying water vapor lidar for a focused study of LLJ moisture transport is only preceded in the literature by Tollerud et al. (2008), which was relatively limited in that they only measured meridional moisture flux along two flight legs a few hours after sunrise. Recent work by Lin et al. (2019) bordered this topic, as they presented airborne Raman lidar observations near an MCS, targeting interactions between inflow (an LLJ), outflow, and the stable boundary layer. This manuscript shifts focus away from the MCS's immediate environment and instead examines moisture transport on a larger scale, incorporating measurements far upwind of the MCS, while still utilizing the full resolution of the lidar profiles to resolve submesoscale features. Comparing these fixed and mobile lidar observations to the Rapid Refresh (RAP) analysis model yields a more comprehensive exploration of model water vapor errors than exists in the literature.

2. Data and methods

a. PECAN

The observations used in this study came from the Plains Elevated Convection at Night (PECAN) field campaign. PECAN was a large multi-institutional project held from 1 June to 15 July 2015 in a domain that covered much of the Great Plains region (Geerts et al. 2017). The main goal of PECAN was to improve understanding and forecasting of nocturnal convection and related events, including the LLJ, MCSs, NCI, and bore waves.

PECAN featured six fixed ground sites (FPs) for automated and intensive operations, three research aircraft, several ground-based mobile observation platforms, and support from preexisting observation networks. This study utilizes observations primarily from two FPs and a lidar onboard the NASA DC-8 aircraft. The two FPs were named FP1 in the southern part of the PECAN domain and FP3 in the northern part of the domain, 317 km northwest of FP1. FP1 was at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Southern Great Plains central facility (Sisterson et al. 2016). FP3 was in Ellis, Kansas. These FP locations and the DC-8 flight track are shown in Fig. 1. FP1 and FP3 were chosen because they are well-separated along the LLJ track and had complete data availability. No other sites had both autonomous wind and water vapor lidars.

The lidars and models used are detailed below. Other observational datasets used for this study are a Cartesian-gridded radar “mosaic” built specifically for PECAN research (UCAR/NCAR-EOL 2016b) and radiosondes launched from the FPs (Clark 2016; UCAR/NCAR-EOL 2015).

b. Lidars

Both FPs hosted commercial Doppler wind lidars (ARM Data Center 2014; Hanesiak and Turner 2016) and water vapor lidars. For measuring water vapor mixing ratio \( r \), FP1 had the Raman lidar that has been at the site since 1996 (ARM Data Center 2015;
Turner et al. 2016) and FP3 had a differential absorption (DIAL) system (Spuler et al. 2015; UCAR/NCAR–EOL 2016a). All four ground-based lidars were running autonomously, so this study exemplifies potential benefits of more permanent lidar profiling networks. The DC-8 carried the NASA Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) (Browell et al. 1997; Ferrare et al. 2016), a DIAL system for water vapor mixing ratio profiling. Instrument parameters for all lidars are listed in Table 1. Values reported indicate what was used in this study; e.g., FP3 DIAL minimum range is technically 225 m but was quality controlled to 450 m. Instrument quality control measures were executed at the direction of the instrument PIs. Quality control measures that are not in the referenced datasets or Table 1 are:

- FP1 water vapor lidar mixing ratio data were omitted if the reported measurement uncertainty exceeded 2.25 g kg\(^{-1}\) or 25% of the measured magnitude;
- FP3 water vapor lidar data required manual inspection and removal of data near clouds;
- FP1 Doppler lidar data were omitted if the reported measurement uncertainty exceeded 6% for wind speed or 15° for wind direction.

c. Model: The Rapid Refresh (RAP)

The Rapid Refresh (RAP) analysis was evaluated against measurements for its ability to produce observed moisture distribution and transport features. RAP is an hourly updated data assimilation and modeling system run operationally at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). RAP is run at 13 km horizontal grid spacing over North America. RAP output is archived hourly. The operational version during PECAN, and used in this study, was RAPv2. A comprehensive description of RAP is available in Benjamin et al. (2016). RAP was chosen for this study because it is often used to provide environmental context in atmospheric research (e.g., Peters et al. 2017; Stelten and Gallus 2017; Wilson et al. 2018; Degelia et al. 2019; Hitchcock et al. 2019), and it provides initial and lateral boundary conditions to the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR), a 3 km grid spacing convection-allowing modeling system.

d. Methodology for lidar and RAP comparisons

The lidar vertical profiles are directly compared to RAP output field profiles in this study. Only the model grid points closest to each observation location were used (e.g., the one grid box that overlapped with FP3 was used for all FP3 lidar-model comparisons). The model data were not spatially or temporally averaged, but the lidar data were to accommodate calculations using the various unique spatial and temporal resolutions involved. The following steps were taken:

- For all lidar versus RAP comparisons, the finer spatial resolution (i.e., lidar) profile was linearly interpolated to
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the coarser resolution (i.e., RAP) profile. Likewise for moisture flux calculation from wind and water vapor lidar, the finer resolution was interpolated to the coarser.

- For ground-based lidar versus RAP comparisons, the lidar observations were averaged within 15 min of the RAP hourly output times.
- Airborne lidar data were only compared to RAP within 15 min of the hourly RAP output times.
- If multiple airborne lidar profiles from the same overpass were present within a single model grid box, only the lidar profile closest to the center of the grid box was considered.
- LASE data within 50 km of radar composite reflectivity greater than 25 dBZ was removed when comparing to RAP. This was done to eliminate any highly dynamic precipitation areas from the comparison.

The red and green line in Fig. 1c shows the LASE flight track, but only the green portions (which meet the RAP output time and nearby reflectivity restrictions listed above) are used for comparison.

It is important to consider the spatial and temporal representations of these very diverse observational (and model) datasets. The averaging windows described above are meant to lessen discrepancies in representation. For example, the RAP gridbox sizes are much larger than a lidar’s footprint. Temporally averaging the lidar observations as the atmosphere moves above the fixed lidar is a way of artificially increasing the lidar footprint, bringing it closer to the RAP grid resolution. The airborne lidar observations only need one profile within each grid box because the LASE data were already averaged over approximately 37 km.

The highest water vapor mixing ratios produced by RAP were generally in the lowest few hundred meters at night, partially below the minimum range of the lidars. This range limitation omits the lowest one to two vertical levels of RAP from comparison. While these lowest levels should be of general interest for a more complete picture, further examination is beyond the scope of this study.


a. Synoptic environment and LLJ overview

As the LLJ is a nocturnal phenomenon, this case study is focused between sunset at 0200 UTC 11 July and sunrise at 1130 UTC, though we also consider the preceding afternoon. Some of this synoptic overview is taken from RAP fields, which are later shown to have significant errors in moisture and other variables on smaller scales but should be broadly useful for surveying large-scale patterns [the same conditional statement for RAP was made by Peters et al. (2017)]. Johnson et al. (2018) also provided a very brief synoptic overview of this case, showing 0000 UTC data assimilation ensemble fields at different heights.

The 11 July 2015 synoptic setup in the Great Plains was favorable for developing a strong southerly LLJ. The preceding afternoon boundary layer was warm with a southerly geostrophic wind, conducive to both the Blackadar and Holton mechanisms for LLJ development (Blackadar 1957; Holton 1967; Shapiro et al. 2016). A slow-moving warm front had moved northward early in the day to settle along the Kansas–Nebraska border throughout the night (Weather Prediction Center 2015).

Figure 1a shows boundary layer (850 hPa) moisture at sunset. The LLJ began strengthening around sunset, exceeding 20 m s$^{-1}$ by 0600 UTC over most of the region and only weakening slightly by sunrise. Wind direction veered overnight from southerly at sunset to almost westerly at sunrise (Figs. 1a,c show the veering from sunset to 0600 UTC). LLJ winds also veer with height, so the wind directions are more southerly at lower levels than in Fig. 1c. It should also be noted for Fig. 1 that a single pressure level cannot capture the LLJ core across the whole domain; the sloped topography results in different pressure levels for the LLJ core at different locations. While this is objectively a strong LLJ, such events were fairly common during the PECAN time span (Carroll et al. 2019).

Figure 2 shows cross sections of RAP along the transect in Fig. 1b. LLJ wind speeds greater than 12 m s$^{-1}$ were contained below 2 km AGL, also corresponding to the layer of greatest moisture indicative of the daytime PBL depth. Water vapor flux is defined here as the product of the horizontal wind vector magnitude (m s$^{-1}$) and water vapor mixing ratio (g kg$^{-1}$), and is revealed in Fig. 2b to generally concentrate below the 310 K isotherm, a consequence of high PBL moisture and the low altitude of the LLJ. To exemplify and contextualize this transport case, a southerly wind speed of 20 m s$^{-1}$ would carry moisture the full meridional distance between FP1 and FP3 in 3.5 h.

It should be noted again that the LLJ winds throughout the PECAN domain veer from southerly at sunset (as seen in Fig. 1a) to westerly at sunrise. Although this veer can play an important role in some convection events such as contributing to NCI in the right environments (Gebauer et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2019), details of the LLJ wind veering are less important for describing the mesoscale inflow of this MCS that was already initiated at sundown (Keene and Schumacher 2013). Hence, this study focuses on water vapor flux magnitudes with only brief discussion of wind directions.

b. MCS evolution and reflectivity

A convective system that initiated in the afternoon at 2100 UTC 10 July grew into an MCS overnight, intensifying as it propagated eastward from western Nebraska. It died out in eastern Nebraska between 0800 UTC and sunrise. Another convective system exhibited very similar behavior farther north in Nebraska, though it died out earlier and was not classified as an MCS (Hitchcock et al. 2019). This study focuses on LLJ interaction with the MCS, which was bordered to the south by a region of LLJ-driven moisture convergence throughout its lifetime. Figure 1b shows a snapshot of this; the positive region just north of FP3 indicates moisture convergence at low levels (below 800 hPa, approximately 2 km MSL, encompassing the LLJ depth). The MCS evolved into a “bow-and-arrow” formation (Keene and Schumacher 2013; Weckwerth et al. 2019) with the NCI of the “arrow” branch of cells at 0500–0600 UTC. A bow-and-arrow MCS occurs when quasi-stationary convection (the arrow) occurs above the cold pool behind a preexisting bow echo, often aligned perpendicular to the bow. These events are
associated with strong southwesterly LLJ inflow of warm moist air and convergence around the cold pool and outflow boundary. Arrows can produce heavy rainfall and severe weather (Keene and Schumacher 2013). Radar observations in Fig. 3 capture the evolution of the MCS and the northern convective system, including the MCS bow-and-arrow at 0600 UTC.

Figure 3d shows the RAP output at 0600 UTC. Comparing the radar observations to modeled composite reflectivity, we see that RAP represents the MCS well. It did not exceed 50 dBZ for the most intense cells, which is likely due to limitations of the 13 km grid size. RAP also overproduced weak reflectivity in patches throughout the domain.

4. Observed and modeled water vapor and winds

a. Ground-based

When combined carefully, lidar observations of moisture and wind from multiple ground sites and an airborne platform provide continuously sampled profiles of the moisture flux across scales. Figure 4 shows the wind and water vapor lidar observations at both ground sites, alongside RAP output for comparison. The southern site FP1 was far upwind of the MCS, well outside the domain of Fig. 3. FP3 was only slightly upwind of the MCS, at the edge of the region of low-level moisture convergence.

Moisture decreased at FP1 as the LLJ strengthened, coincident with a moisture increase at FP3 that was confined to the LLJ core. Although the Raman lidar at FP1 suffered from solar noise before sunset, a radiosonde launched at 2330 UTC reported 16.5 g kg$^{-1}$ water vapor mixing ratio in the PBL. The moist afternoon PBL at FP1 steadily dried by about 4 g kg$^{-1}$ overnight in the residual layer (in and above the LLJ core), whereas the surface-connected inversion layer only dried by about half as much. The relatively dry FP3 afternoon PBL moistened from 13 g kg$^{-1}$ to a maximum of 16 g kg$^{-1}$ within the LLJ core while drying in the residual layer above, especially after 0600 UTC.

The FP1 lidar also resolved a dry layer aloft around 2 km AGL until 0800 UTC, with a minimum measured value of 2.2 g kg$^{-1}$. The impact of this particular dry layer on convective potential will be explored further in section 5. Such dry layers can also be important to local radiative heating and cloud formation (Deaconu et al. 2019), but further discussion is beyond the scope of this study.

The wind speed at each site evolved in a manner commonly observed in LLJs (e.g., Vanderwende et al. 2015; Klein et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2019) and had very similar maximum speeds, but there were significant differences between the sites. FP1 had faster afternoon wind speeds in the PBL and the LLJ ramped up slowly, reaching maximum speed of 25.0 m s$^{-1}$ at 0600 UTC. In contrast FP3 had slower afternoon PBL speeds that ramped up quickly, reaching maximum speed of 24.6 m s$^{-1}$ at 0600 UTC. The LLJ profile at FP3 was affected by MCS outflow starting at 0900 UTC, causing slower wind speeds.

While the overall trend of the moisture change at the two sites was captured by RAP, there are clear differences versus the observations in Fig. 4 that are clarified further in Fig. 5. RAP water vapor error fluctuated throughout the night with distinct parcels either too wet or too dry moving over the site, e.g., the 1–2 g kg$^{-1}$ dry bias aloft during the evening transition at both sites (Figs. 5a,b). RAP did not produce the extremely dry layer aloft at FP1.

RAP underpredicted wind speed in the PBL before sunset at FP1 by up to 6 m s$^{-1}$, then switching after sunset to slight overprediction (up to 3 m s$^{-1}$) except at the height of LLJ maximum speed (up to 3 m s$^{-1}$ underprediction). At FP3, RAP winds were biased slow in the PBL during the evening transition period (mean bias 1.5 m s$^{-1}$ below 1 km between 2300 and 0200 UTC). RAP produced the LLJ nose well at FP3. Wind direction at the FPs was also modeled well, with a nocturnal mean absolute error below 1 km of 6.6° (not shown). The initial southerly afternoon direction veered with time and height.
The appendix gives a cursory analysis of the RAP systematic water vapor and wind biases at FP3 over the full PECAN timespan. Biases for this case agree with the systematic errors in approximate timing and signs. Intensive discussion or explanation of the model errors for this case are beyond the scope of this study.

b. Airborne

LASE water vapor profiling from onboard the DC-8 spanned much of the domain, revealing mesoscale patterns and some finer-scale features. Figure 6 showcases these data, with pink boxes highlighting some notable regions. Box 1 highlights the southern part of the domain with an overlapping early leg (0200 UTC) showing in the left and right sides of the box and a late leg (0720 UTC) that takes the foreground in the middle of the box. The early leg had a very moist and relatively deep boundary layer, whereas the later leg’s water vapor profile was shallow and drier. The highest altitude that had 12 g kg\(^{-1}\) or greater moisture fell from 2.3 to 1.8 km and the observed column maximum mixing ratio decreased from 17 to 15 g kg\(^{-1}\).

Box 2 in Fig. 6 captures large moisture content in the eastern half of the PECAN domain up to 3 km MSL, and especially below 1.5 km AGL. This eastern region corresponds to the lowest surface elevations, as the Great Plains terrain slopes downward toward the Mississippi River. In contrast, the higher-elevation far west was very dry, influenced by the dry side of a weak trough present near the Kansas–Colorado border (not shown). Lidar cross sections in Tollerud et al. (2008) also showed a deeper layer of moisture in the east, associated with a deeper boundary layer. Unfortunately, the LASE observations are somewhat limited in their ability to separate spatial differences from temporal evolution as the eastern quarter of the flight domain was only sampled before 0645 UTC and the western quarter only after 0445, without many repeated legs.

A specific example of the benefits of LASE’s vertical resolution is presented in Box 3. An elevated moist layer was detected, 700 m deep for most of its length and 2–3 g kg\(^{-1}\) wetter than the atmosphere above and below along its length. The moist layer was tilted positively northwest to southeast along the lidar curtain, ranging from 2.0 to 2.8 km AGL. The thin dry layer between the moist PBL and elevated moist layer intruded down as low as 0.8 km AGL. Though mainly within 1–2 km AGL and hence above the LLJ core, this dry layer is still being advected by the LLJ winds that weaken with height up to around 2 km AGL.

Figure 7 visually compares LASE and RAP, with Table 2 presenting comparison statistics. The altitude layers in Table 2...
roughly correspond to the PBL (0–2.5 km), midlevels (2.5–5 km), and dry upper levels (5–8 km) over the domain. Interpretation of the Table 2 statistics must be done carefully due to the naturally wide range of \( r \) as well as the limited spatial and temporal sampling. The largest RMSE is in the lowest layer, though this is expected because the values of \( r \) are largest in the lowest layer. The uppermost altitude range has the worst accuracy as represented by correlation coefficient (\( R^2 \)), but this layer is dry enough for the RMSE to remain low.

As with the ground-based lidar comparisons, RAP captured general patterns but had inaccuracies in water vapor mixing ratio, typically with contiguous regions that were too wet or too dry, and occasionally exceeded 2 g kg\(^{-1}\) difference from LASE. Regarding spatial distribution (e.g., Fig. 7), notable RAP errors include excessive PBL moisture over eastern KS (a 1.4 g kg\(^{-1}\) mean moist bias below 2 km, east of −98° longitude), and in the southwest RAP was drier than LASE during both an early and a late flight leg (a 1.0 g kg\(^{-1}\) mean dry bias below 5 km, west of −100° longitude and south of 39° latitude). RAP did not produce the dry and moist layering of Fig. 6 Box 3.

5. Moisture flux and impact on convective potential

Now that the ground-based and airborne lidar observations have been shown and discussed independently, an analysis of moisture flux (defined as the product of the previously examined \( r \) and horizontal wind speed) will be presented, also tying in parameters of convective potential and evolution of the MCS. Moisture flux calculation is limited to the ground sites with both Doppler and water vapor lidars.

Fig. 4. Time–height cross sections of \( r \) (color) and wind speed (contours, m s\(^{-1}\)) at (a),(c) FP1 and (b),(d) FP3 from 2000 UTC 10 Jul to 1130 UTC 11 Jul (sunrise). Lidar observations are in (a),(b) and RAP observations are in (c),(d). Lidar observations have limited range; lack of data are white for \( r \), and for winds data are absent above the broken contours in the 1–2 km range. Dashed green lines mark sunset (0200 UTC).

Fig. 5. Differences between the lidar observations and RAP output fields from Fig. 4. (a),(b) Water vapor and (c),(d) wind at (a),(c) FP1 and (b),(d) FP3. Differences are defined as observations − model. Green dashed lines mark sunset.
Figure 8 shows plots of the measured water vapor flux, revealing very different profile evolutions at the two FPs. The FP1 lidars observed relatively constant moisture flux throughout the night, with a gradual ramp-up from afternoon to the LLJ core around 0700 UTC, and only slight variation vertically within the PBL. The picture at FP3 is a sharp contrast, with relatively low evening values that ramp up very quickly, reaching maximum at 0430 UTC. This maximum is compact in altitude around the LLJ core at 450 m AGL, and persists until around 0900 UTC, at which point the LLJ at the site is being influenced by MCS outflow (especially below 500 m AGL). Overall a large-scale moisture flux from south to north is apparent, with smaller features caused by the sites’ unique LLJ and moisture structures and timings. RAP produced the large-scale trends well.

The FP3 maximum water vapor flux was coincident with a large branch of NCI in the MCS at the Kansas–Nebraska border. At 0500 UTC, shortly after the flux reached its maximum at 0430 UTC, NCI occurred behind the MCS that
intensified over the course of an hour to produce the “arrow” in Fig. 3b, then becoming the extended line of Fig. 3c.

Figure 9 provides a quantitative look at the evolution of CAPE and CIN for this case, calculated both far and near upwind of the MCS from radiosondes at FP1 and FP3, respectively [values reported from UCAR/NCAR–EOL (2016c)]. Surface CAPE at FP1 decreased rapidly after sunset until sunrise, whereas FP3 only had a weak minimum at sunset with little change over the course of the night. Surface CIN increased steadily at the same rate at both sites, likely due to the near-surface cooling as the nocturnal inversion developed. The most unstable parcel (MUP) CAPE trends differed between FP1, where it decreased almost as much as the surface CAPE, versus at FP3, which again had a weak minimum at sunset but then grew to a maximum of 2842 J kg\(^{-1}\) by 0600 UTC. The MUP after sunset at FP3 stayed between 400 and 750 m AGL; above the strong surface-connected inversion layer, at 250 m AGL, below the core of maximum LLJ winds (as determined by the 0527 UTC radiosonde profile).

There was an enhancement of CAPE aloft (especially in the LLJ core depth) in the north, just upwind of the MCS, and a sharp decrease in CAPE at all altitudes to the far south. The FP3 CAPE maximum coincided temporally and vertically with the maximum LLJ water vapor flux as well as the NCI and intensification of the “arrow” of the MCS.

To further investigate the contributions of the LLJ to convective potential, Fig. 10 shows the change in moist static energy (MSE) at the two sites over 6 h, from 2 h before sunset to 4 h after sunset, calculated from radiosonde profiles. The change in MSE at a given altitude is 

\[
\Delta \text{MSE} = \text{MSE}_2 - \text{MSE}_1 = C_p(T_2 - T_1) + L_v(r_2 - r_1),
\]

where \(C_p\) is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, \(L_v\) is the latent heat of water vaporization, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to early and late radiosonde launches, respectively. The terms of \(\Delta \text{MSE}\) are also plotted separately to examine behavior of individual components, similar to Peters et al. (2017). The temperature and moisture contributions are 

\[
\Delta \text{MSE}_T = C_p(T_2 - T_1) \quad \text{and} \quad \Delta \text{MSE}_r = L_v(r_2 - r_1),
\]

All six curves in Fig. 10 are approximately zero near 1 km AGL. Below this altitude, the LLJ is expected to play a major role in the observed changes. Higher altitudes still experienced southeasterly synoptic winds, but had less influence from the LLJ or other PBL processes. At FP1, the PBL drying discussed

### Table 2. Linear regression statistics for the LASE vs RAP mixing ratio scatterplots in Fig. 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Altitude range (km MSL)</th>
<th>Bias (g kg(^{-1}))</th>
<th>RMSE (g kg(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–8</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–2.5</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5–5</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–8</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 8.** (a),(c),(e) FP1 and (b),(d),(f) FP3 moisture flux from (a),(b) lidars; (c),(d) RAP; and (e),(f) the lidar – model difference using the same time and height axes as in Fig. 4. Green dashed lines mark sunset.
earlier was apparent in $\Delta \text{MSE}_r$, and $\Delta \text{MSE}_T$ showed little change in temperature above the surface-connected nocturnal inversion. The largest peak and trough in $\Delta \text{MSE}_r$ at FP1, between 1.4 and 2.5 km, were caused by the very dry layer discussed in section 4a being observed at a higher altitude during the second radiosonde launch. At FP3, $\text{MSE}_r$ increased by up to 7.2 kJ kg$^{-1}$ below 1 km. The FP3 $\text{MSE}_T$ below 1 km evolved in such a way as to oppose that increasing $\text{MSE}_r$. This resulted in net $\Delta \text{MSE}$ of nearly zero except in the LLJ core, between the surface-connected inversion top (0.3 km) and 0.9 km, where increasing moisture dominated for a maximum $\Delta \text{MSE}$ of 5.0 kJ kg$^{-1}$.

These measurements suggest that FP3’s increased convective potential at low levels was enhanced by the moisture increase and that the convective potential was actually inhibited by temperature change. This situation reverses above 1 km AGL, but with $\Delta \text{MSE}$, still controlling the sign of $\Delta \text{MSE}$. The LLJ has often been cited for its advection of warm temperatures contributing to growth of convective potential (e.g., Trier and Parsons 1993; Peters and Schumacher 2016), but this was not necessarily true for this case.

It should also be noted that while the LLJ does play a major role below 2 km, especially the lowest 1 km, other effects including radiative cooling at night and surface exchange of moisture impact $\Delta \text{MSE}$ but quantification of their relative influences is not possible here. For example, temperature advection by the LLJ may have sustained warmer temperatures than would have otherwise occurred under the sole influence of radiative cooling. There are also other factors in play affecting convection, such as the previously discussed wind field convergence.

### 6. Summary and discussion

This manuscript has presented case study observations of southerly moisture transport across the Great Plains by an LLJ, using ground-based and airborne water vapor and wind lidars to resolve important features across scales. Measurements showed an overall trend of northward moisture flux. At the northern site (FP3) the water vapor mixing ratio increase of 3 kg kg$^{-1}$ was predominantly confined to the lowest kilometer, especially in the LLJ core around 400–700 m, despite the late afternoon moist boundary layer extending up to 2 km. A water vapor mixing ratio decrease of 4 kg kg$^{-1}$ was observed in the southern (FP1) boundary layer.

This case featured an MCS downwind of the ground sites that initiated in the afternoon and was sustained until around sunrise. A large branch of NCI began and intensified coincident with the

---

**Fig. 9.** (a) CAPE and (b) CIN for surface (sfc) and MUP at FP1 and FP3 from afternoon through sunrise, calculated from radiosonde profiles. The “0” on the horizontal axis indicates 0000 UTC 11 Jul 2015.

**Fig. 10.** Temporal change in MSE and components at FP1 (dashed lines) and FP3 (solid lines) calculated from radiosonde observations. Launch times at FP1 were 2330 and 0527 UTC, and at FP3 were 0000 and 0600 UTC.
maximum observed moisture flux at FP3, resulting in a bow-and-arrow MCS structure. In the RAP analysis, there was a region of positive moisture convergence below 800 hPa all night on the upwind LLJ side (i.e., south) of the MCS.

The impact of the mesoscale moisture transport on convective potential was explored using CAPE, CIN, and MSE calculated from radiosondes. CAPE dropped dramatically in the south for both surface and MUPs. At the northern site CAPE was at a minimum at sunset then increased aloft overnight, with the MUP in the LLJ core at the time of maximum moisture flux. Temporal changes in MSE reinforced the mesoscale transport narrative, and changes were dominated by moisture rather than temperature. At FP1, a very dry layer above the PBL had a strong impact on AMSE.

The lidar observations of water vapor mixing ratio and wind were compared to the operational RAP model analysis. RAP was found to have mixing ratio errors up to and occasionally exceeding 2 g kg\(^{-1}\), though comparison with airborne water vapor lidar data below 2.5 km MSL gave a wet bias of only 0.14 g kg\(^{-1}\) with 1.14 g kg\(^{-1}\) RMSE. The RAP errors mostly manifested as contiguous dry or wet regions ranging from dozens of km up to 200 km in scale. This included failure to produce smaller-scale features that the lidars captured, including very dry layers in the lowest 2.5 km of the atmosphere, most likely due to the inadequacy of the observations used in the analysis (e.g., surface-based METAR and airborne-based AMDAR) to observe these features. Assimilating high-temporal-resolution observations from a distributed network of ground-based thermodynamic profilers has been shown to provide improved analyses and lead to better forecasts of a range of meteorological events (e.g., Hu et al. 2019; Degelia et al. 2020).

This research has improved our understanding of LLJ moisture transport and its connections to convection and convective potential. The unprecedented detail and coverage of the lidar observations surpasses the only other lidar-based LLJ moisture transport study in the literature (Tollerud et al. 2008), and the direct ties to an AERI (Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer) to observe these features. Assimilating high-temporal-resolution observations from a distributed network of ground-based thermodynamic profilers has been shown to provide improved analyses and lead to better forecasts of a range of meteorological events (e.g., Hu et al. 2019; Degelia et al. 2020).

This research has improved our understanding of LLJ moisture transport and its connections to convection and convective potential. The unprecedented detail and coverage of the lidar observations surpasses the only other lidar-based LLJ moisture transport study in the literature (Tollerud et al. 2008), and the direct ties to an AERI (Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer) to observe these features. Assimilating high-temporal-resolution observations from a distributed network of ground-based thermodynamic profilers has been shown to provide improved analyses and lead to better forecasts of a range of meteorological events (e.g., Hu et al. 2019; Degelia et al. 2020).

These intensive lidar observations of moisture and wind have yielded a great breadth of information for this case study, but much more can be gained from continued lidar research on these topics. Performing similar studies from the PECAN datasets is possible, and future experiments and observational networks could benefit from emphasizing such lidar synergy. In addition, profiling temperature via lidar or other remote sensors would be valuable for generating time series profiles of convective potential and other thermodynamic metrics (e.g., Wagner et al. 2008; Blumberg et al. 2017).
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**APPENDIX**

**RAP Biases at FP3 for the Full PECAN Time Span**

It is important to compare systematic model behavior to the performance of this specific case. To improve understanding in this regard, a cursory analysis is presented here of the full PECAN timespan of water vapor and wind biases at FP3.

The water vapor plots shown in the Appendix use FP3 Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI) data, where the FP3 water vapor lidar data has been incorporated into the AERI optimal estimation (AERIoe) retrieval (as in Turner and Blumberg 2019; Turner and Lohnert 2020, manuscript submitted to *Atmos. Meas. Tech.*). AERI is a passive remote sensor that measures downwelling radiation to retrieve thermodynamic profiles, and is a popular tool in atmospheric research (Knuteson et al. 2004a,b; Turner and Löhnter 2014). The AERI data provides observations from the surface upward, also incorporating FP3 water vapor lidar information. The AERIoe was used here instead of the lidar alone because the AERI had better coverage over the entire PECAN campaign. Because of the good signal-to-noise ratio, the DIAL’s water vapor observations are largely unchanged during the retrieval process, but the combined retrieval provides data both below and above the DIAL’s normal data availability and range.

**Figures A1 and A2** show plots of average biases for r and wind speed over the whole PECAN timespan at FP3, subtracting observations from models. The observations came from the FP3 Doppler lidar (wind) and AERI (r via AERIoe). The plots show that the 11 July 2015 biases of water vapor and wind at FP3 agree qualitatively with most features of the full campaign average biases. There are apparent differences and
relatively finescale features in the 11 July case, but overall it mimics much of the systematic model behavior.

RAP was systematically too moist at most hours in the 0.8–1.0 km layer by up to 1.0 g kg\(^{-1}\), similar to the case study. Below 150 m there was a slight dry bias (<1 g kg\(^{-1}\)) overnight that was not present during the day, but this is below the minimum range of the FP3 water vapor lidar comparison. For wind speeds, RAP average bias was small (<2.5 m s\(^{-1}\)) at all hours, with a consistent fast bias for most of the night and the morning transition (0400–1300 UTC). As with the water vapor, the wind speed case study errors are qualitatively comparable to the full-campaign biases in timing and sign.

![Fig. A1. RAP vs AERIoe PECAN](image1.png)

**FIG. A1.** RAP vs AERIoe PECAN (a) average \(r\) bias, (b) error standard deviation, and (c) number of comparisons at each point at FP3.

![Fig. A2. RAP vs Doppler lidar PECAN](image2.png)

**FIG. A2.** RAP vs Doppler lidar PECAN (a) average wind speed bias, (b) error standard deviation, and (c) number of comparisons at each point at FP3.
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